
The Art of Talking in 
Dementia 
by Rachel Mortimer, PAC Trainer 

“But what can we talk about?” To start a conversation with someone who has 
communication challenges is difficult. Often we default to “Do you remember when....” 
and of course for many with dementia, the answer to that will be no. We need to create 
a space where response is the focus, not remembering; giving people an opportunity to 
connect with each other and the world around them. Ignite is the tool that UK-based 
social enterprise Engage & Create has created to do just that.  

The Ignite Programme was developed 
after founder Rachel Mortimer spent 
hundreds of hours observing and trying 
different ways of connecting with people at 
all stages of dementia. Of course the later 
the dement ia , the more d i f f i cu l t , 
communicat ion becomes, but t rue 
connection is possible. With the right 
technique and appropriate stimulus 
amazing moments can happen. It might be 
five minutes or forty-five minutes, in a 
group or one-to-one at someone’s bedside, 

Ignite provides people with dementia, whatever stage, a way of reconnecting and 
potentially even sharing their stories. The programme trains people working in health 
and social care organisations to facilitate Ignite sessions and provides a monthly pack 
of materials to do so.  

An Ignite session is a structured virtual art gallery tour delivered using an iPad or tablet. 
The great thing about art is there is no right or wrong and pretty much everyone has an 
opinion. The format of the sessions is simple and structured. Neither facilitator nor 
resident need have any knowledge of art because it is not so much about that, more 
about the history and the stories within a picture. Sessions are themed, and the 
accompanying materials include dementia friendly questions to provoke discussion, 
along with historical information to give context and chat points which provide an 
opportunity to reminisce.  

These sessions are a safe space where there is no judgement, anything goes, and 
sometimes it pretty much does! With this safety comes confidence, and often, 
communication. For some it may be sitting on the edge of their seat, eyes wide, 
listening intently. For one participant called Margaret it began with just a few words and 
the occasional nod. But, as the sessions progressed, so did her confidence. At the end 
of the sixth session we looked at a colourful painting of figures dancing. When asked 
what she thought of it Margaret sat up, looked me straight in the eyes and said, “The 
mood and the colour of that piece move right through me”. This was just the start of 
some wonderful insights and stories that she shared with the group. 
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Engage & Create is dedicated to improving quality of life for people with dementia and 
those that care for them. We hope Ignite can help facilitators to build relationships with 
those they care for and make their jobs easier and more fulfilling.  

For more information please visit our website. 
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